
Why?
Increase your rental business with specially built holding tanks from Satellite | 
PolyPortables. In addition to adding immediate profits to your business, these strong, 
impact-resistant polyethylene tanks will provide many years of dependable service. 
Satellite | PolyPortables’s holding tanks are designed to stack higher, resist cracking and 
decrease wear-through from sliding and dragging. Fittings in the 300 gallon tank are 
molded in, not spin-welded, for greater strength. And all ports are recessed to guard 
against breakage

Height 18.18” (461.77 mm)

Width  48” (1219 mm)

Length  78” (1981 mm)

Fresh Water 250 gal (946.35L)

Color Dark Gray and Natural

Weight  100 lbs. (45.3 kg) 

Specs 250gal.
...SAT

Height  16.35” (415.3 mm)

Width  60” (1524 mm)

Length  95” (2413 mm)

Fresh Water 300 gal (1135.62L)

Color Dark Gray and Natural

Weight 136.3 lbs. (61.8 kg) 

Specs 300gal.
...SAT

Height  18” (460 mm)

Width  47.5” (1210 mm)

Length  72” (1830 mm)

Fresh Water 250 gal (946.35L)

Color Natural

Weight 100 lbs. (45.3 kg) 

Specs 250gal.
...SAT | POLY

Height  3.5”

Width  45”

Depth  48.375”

Volume/w Unit         21.5 gal./18 gal.

Color Black

Weight 15.5 lbs.

Specs...SAT

Height  4.78”

Width  49.26”

Depth  52.76”

Volume/w Unit         26 gal./20 gal.

Color Black

Weight 25 lbs.

Specs...SAT | POLY

Height  18” (460 mm)

Width  47” (1190 mm)

Length  88.5” (2250 mm)

Fresh Water 300 gal (1135.62L)

Color Black

Weight 180 lbs. (81.65 kg) 

Specs 300gal.
...SAT | POLY

The 300 gallon tank uses 3” Fernco style 
couplings at any of eight recessed port 
locations. It has three locations for optional 
10” man-ways. The indented sides of this tank 
allow it to sit between and over the wheel 
wells of a standard pickup bed.

The 250 gallon tank uses 3” PVC spigot 
assemblies which can be installed at any of 
10 recessed locations. It has two locations for 
optional 10” man-ways. The width of this tank 
allows it to sit between the wheel wells of a 
standard pickup. The tank kit comes with two 
spigot assemblies.

Satellite | PolyPortables’ 300-gallon 
rotationally molded polyethylene holding tank 
works well in many applications. 3” ports 
are located on each side with a 10” man 
hole on top for easy cleaning and wand 
maneuverability.

With increasing regulations for waste 
tanks and external storage tanks, Satellite | 
PolyPortables has developed a 250-gallon 
Holding Tank Containment System 
designed to prevent contamination due to 
failure or overflow. Direct port connections 
allow the Service Technician to service the 
tank without removing the lid.

Durable trays to catch wash down. Built 
strong for continual use, these containment 
trays have a thickened base to hold their 
shape, last longer and fit all standard size 
restroom bases.

These containment pans serve as a 
drip trays, catching water and cleaning 
solutions. Some states require a protective 
barrier when using portable restrooms. 

Satellite | PolyPortables’ 250-gallon 
rotationally molded polyethylene holding 
tank works well in many applications. The 
low profile tank has dimensions of:  
6’ x 3’, 11 ½” x 18”.

Four 3” clean out ports are typically 
installed on each tank, but custom 
tanks with as few as two ports may be 

produced. A uni-seal grommet and 
threaded PVC connector are inserted in 
each port. Each tank weighs 100 lbs.
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